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Introduction 

 The 20th Century was full of innovations, including both during and after the World Wars, 

with many new technologies emerging in many disciplines. Among those was the Concorde, a 

collaborative aircraft project that originated in Europe between France and England. This plane 

was futuristic, with very angular wings and a sharp nose aimed down like a bird, and would fly 

faster than any commercial plane before its time. Both France and England worked on 

developing this plane, beginning in the 1950s and the final product was on the market until the 

start of the 21st century, and the result was this supersonic aircraft designed to bring the best to 

the air. As Aldridge (2001) describes, “It was a futuristic dream – the world’s safest and most 

stylish plane … Rich blue pinstriped carpets, cashmere blankets and lambswool curtains echo 

Savile Row tailoring.” Accomplishing tasks that companies even nowadays are still working to 

perfect, the Concorde was truly ahead of its time, “both an engineering marvel and a model of 

international collaboration.” (Latson, 2014) 

 But all was not perfect with this beautiful piece of engineering; France and England were 

bogged down with delays and underestimates in time and budgets, and once completed, did not 

have the exceptional performance that would be expected to accompany its looks. With the 

prototype’s maiden light approaching in the coming months, Time magazine revealed that the 

original estimates were $450 million dollars, and ended up being $1.4 billion between the two 

countries, over 3 times the expected cost (“Aviation,” 1967). In this piece, concerns over the fuel 

usage are mentioned, as well as it not having been approved by the Federal Aviation 

Administration which leads to uncertainty over how well this performed in the market. Behind 

the design of these planes, even before a prototype was created, the two countries created a 

project structure that was very messy and not conducive to efficient communication and 
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innovation, and generated disagreements between both sides of the project. Among the 

headaches and disagreements, the British even tried to back out of an agreement made between 

France and England in 1962, where the Labour Government found out that it was more binding 

than they thought, and were forced to continue its development (Henderson, 1977). While the 

final product may have been used in the market, the collaboration during its lengthy development 

and manufacturing could have been setup more efficiently and led to an overall better project. 

The continued collaboration in the current aerospace industry suggests it is important to analyze 

what was done and how it can be improved for more modern applications.  

 With the development of the Concorde being more strenuous on France and England’s 

resources and time, modern companies like Airbus tend to adopt a more integrated and 

collaborative-focused approach to large-scale projects, such as aircraft, to produce more 

successful products. In this paper, a comparison will be made between the Concorde, an Anglo-

French project, and Airbus, a multinational European aerospace company, focusing on how their 

practices used in designing and manufacturing affect their projects. The setup of both will be 

examined using the Social Construction of Technology (SCOT) developed by Pinch and Bijker 

(1984) to frame each party involved and their influence, to determine the effect had by each. The 

result of this paper will be an analysis of different engineering approaches to large projects using 

SCOT to determine how they impact the final result. 

Literature Review 

 To understand the nuances of the analysis, it is necessary to understand where these both 

the Concorde and Airbus originate and how they relate to one another. The Concorde and its 

development date back to the 1950s when the original ideas were created for its estimated range, 
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size, and usage. Eventually, a prototype and final design were made and the Concorde became a 

reality, flying until the beginning of the 21st century when it was ultimately grounded, with its 

final voyage bringing it to a museum in Seattle, WA in November 2003 (Farah & Xavier, 2019). 

Among other things, the poor fuel economy led to the plane becoming unprofitable to operate, 

and could not always fly at supersonic speeds to due to sonic shock concerns, both of which 

contributed to its removal from the market. There were no technologies in place to reduce the 

shock effects, and any would need to not compromise the efficiency as it was already poor; the 

effects of the shock waves were felt on the ground as they propagated from the plane, and could 

cause damage, meaning it could not fly at its designed cruising speed (Candel, 2004). However, 

these issues could have mitigated long before the Concorde was actually flying.   

 Airbus, a multinational European aerospace company, undertakes similar responsibilities 

that the Concorde team needed to decades prior, having to distribute efforts between contractors 

and developing a large-scale product in the smaller market that is initially Europe, before 

expanding to others. With the British, French, and Germans venturing together with Airbus, 

collaboration has been a central theme and they have even been described as acting more like a 

single national firm, rather than a group of nations working together (Hayward, 1975); Hayward 

continues and contends that this form of collaboration is a natural progression and is becoming 

more permanent in the industry. Studies performed on Airbus’ methods have shown that their 

design consists of multiple processes happening concurrently across many teams and continue 

throughout a product’s lifespan. Their aim is to integrate these all into one platform, encouraging 

teams to work at the same time and engage with the work of others, the most efficient form of 

collaboration (Mas et al., 2014). Work has also been done by Koenig and Thietart (1988) to find 

why European efforts were more collaborative than others What they found is in order to 
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compete in the world market, European companies have needed to collaborate and share 

resources to be able to match the sheer size and resources of the US and other 

companies/markets, and with these large projects many contractors and capital are needed to 

bring together all the necessary aspects. Thus, the European markets act more as one and the 

countries within have undergone ventures together in hopes of being able to bring to a more 

successful product to market. 

 The framework that I use to analyze these two situations is the Social Construction of 

Technology, developed by Pinch and Bijker (1984), with its main focus being how society helps 

shape and develop products and technologies. Relevant social groups are the main way to 

identify the influences between society and a technology, with them being defined as groups of 

individuals that have a shared view or effect from a technology. These do not need to be pre-

defined groups, but are separated by their attached meanings to certain artifacts, in this case the 

engineering projects. The commonality within these groups is their meanings but they are not 

shared across social groups. Another main part of the framework is interpretative flexibility, 

which says there are multiple ways for people to think about a technology, but also includes how 

the technology is designed meaning the influences of the designer are put into the technology. 

This leads into the former in the way that it is a reciprocal relationship, the influence goes to the 

technology and comes from it, creating a dynamic relationship between the relevant social group 

and the technology. In this application, the framework will examine how those involved in the 

design and manufacturing influenced the technology, whether it’s the Concorde or Airbus’ 

products. The relevant social groups are more well defined than in other situations, but each still 

have their own unique impacts and influences to each project.  
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Methods 

 This analysis consists of two distinct entities that are working on similar projects: the 

Concorde project and Airbus. Due to the nature of the projects and teams examined in this paper, 

the majority of the sources used for evidence come from academic research into practices, as 

well as conference papers dating back to the period when the Concorde was being developed in 

the mid-to-late 20th century. This ensures that the information obtained is mostly secondhand, but 

accurate as it comes from those who analyzed the teams directly, and made conclusions or stated 

their findings. The discussions I hoped to find on the Concorde were about the decision making 

and structure for its development and design, whereas with Airbus it’s more about their current 

practices and efforts to ensure collaboration, as that is the contrast between the two. 

Supplemental sources were obtained to help with connecting pieces of information together; for 

example, sources include headlines about the Concorde as it was being put on the market and its 

descriptions of the interior or the public view of it. As for Airbus, these supplemental sources, 

besides academic journals looking at their company, include company releases about their 

executive structure and how their divisions are separated, including how they also work together. 

Beyond the two teams, research was done to find an explanation on why the European aerospace 

industry collaborate more than other parts of the world, with results coming back with market 

and resource analysis that explain this trend in their larger projects.  

 Reviewing all of these types of sources listed above, I will identify the different groups 

affiliated with the respective projects using the SCOT framework to break apart and form each 

group based on their influence and effect on and from the technology of their respective project. 

The main focus of these groups will be in their engineering teams and committees, with the 

public/market being a smaller portion of the groups, since their real influence only came once the 
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product was on the market; however, they will be included since it is their influence and effect 

that determines the success of the product as it’s in use. Looking at these two examples using this 

framework can help distinguish what each project group has as responsibilities and how they 

viewed the technology to affect the decisions made. Since one of the examples has already 

concluded, the entirety of the project can be analyzed and lead to some extrapolation to the more 

modern example. SCOT allows the flexibility to assign, in this scenario, a more realistic 

influence to teams of people rather than what they are officially listed as, considering motives 

politically and technically. Analyzing the SCOT influences and relevant social groups with the 

relative success of each project will lead to a comparative analysis between Airbus and the 

Concorde, both of which are European, multinational, collaborative efforts to produce aerospace 

products in both a historical and more modern context.  

Analysis 

 The idea for the Concorde was novel for its time, stemming from interest from the French 

and English in supersonic transport in the late 1950s and early 1960s when they were looking for 

a medium or long-range design. The British government was looking for a collaboration partner 

and landed on the French after looking abroad, which would then give both governments 

monetary incentive to complete this project together, with a secondary goal of the Concorde 

being the engineering accomplishments. This partnership was formalized in 1962, which 

previously mentioned was the one that the British tried to back out of after realizing estimates 

were incorrect, where two versions were envisioned: a medium range and a long range with a 

higher take-off weight (Hamilton, 1968). Beyond technical goals, as Nelson (1969) details, 

France and England hoped to make economic gains, with England expecting to join a common 

market within Europe, and working cooperatively with France would facilitate this. Since the 
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project stretched across borders, more oversight was needed to ensure every team met their 

expectations and contributed to the whole project. This led to a large number of committees and 

structures put in place for both England and France; Nelson (1969) once again points out that 

each country did not want their contractors to merge with another nation’s, so each contractor 

would stay separate and work under their respective governments, and need to convene with 

their counterpart on the design. And with this setup, both the airframe and engine work was 

delegated to a contractor from each country: BAC for the airframe and Bristol Siddeley for the 

engine (British), with Sud for the airframe and SNECMA for the engine (French).  

The makeup of the Concorde project itself was very muddied with committees, even 

considering that two nations were working together on the development. As Hamilton (1968) 

described, there were numerous committees and subcommittees assigned to aspects of the 

project. Among the original members, there were the two governments, as well as two 

contractors a piece for both the airframe and engine, and once agreements were in place, they 

could not be altered easily. Then, an equivalent to a Board of Directors was established, followed 

by a subcommittee more devoted to the Concorde as they could not dedicate the appropriate 

amount of time to the project, and furthermore, Committees of Directors were made for the 

engine and airframe firms, nevertheless leading to a very involved and complicated organization 

structure for a very complex technical project. Notably, there was a time when the British tried to 

back out of the project, and because these agreements were so binding with the French, they 

were forced to continue on and pour more resources into its development once they realized the 

estimates were not as accurate (Henderson, 1977). In industry, not everything is plagued by these 

convoluted relationships and setups.  
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While each of these groups appear to be directly impacting the Concorde and its design, 

each possess unique influences on aspects related to the project. These manufacturers are able to 

be lumped together as engineering contributors, who each had their own responsibilities and 

technical deliverables that were made to the project; the main influence each of these had was in 

their respective expertise and made the plane come together successfully. The relationships, 

however, are different between the groups mentioned in the previous paragraph: the Board of 

Directors equivalent viewed this project as one that they could use to advance themselves if it 

was successful, but were not that devoted to it because they had other obligations with other 

projects. As such, they created a subcommittee that could focus their efforts more on the 

Concorde than themselves. This subcommittee was one that could have direct feedback on the 

Concorde, since this was their priority as a committee rather than one of many like the Board of 

Directors, but were not the primary decision makers for the project, which made final choices 

and decisions more difficult to get through the hierarchy. Therefore, the Concorde had many 

capable groups of people working on accomplishing this difficult task, but had to pass 

information and choices up through numerous subcommittees and committees/governments who 

had final say, but were not as invested in the project itself. Utilizing interpretive flexibility, it 

appears that those who knew the most about the project were less involved in the actual 

decisions, and those with final say, while they may have been given good options, may have 

influenced the design based on what they thought and wanted for their own agendas for what 

would serve their country and motives rather than what would deliver the best product.  

The Concorde suffered from many issues and drawbacks once it was completed, all of 

which led to lessened usage and underperformances in multiple areas. In a look back on its time 

in the market, Prisco (2018) explains that even though only 20 Concordes were built, people 
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were able to fly on it from 1976 to 2003, but it was plagued by many issues environmentally, 

technically, and economically that ultimately led to its demise. Back before it began to fly 

commercially, estimates by its developers said that anywhere from 200 to 250 would sell at a 

minimum and had hopes of contracts with the US for the future (Burgess, 1973). As is evident 

today, these estimates were far from actuality, and there were many reasons that it stopped being 

used. Among those were environmental concerns with its sonic shocks and noise, as well as fuel 

usage. A study done by Liu (2022) details just how poor its fuel performance was compared to 

numerous other aircraft over the years; comparing just single-aisle aircraft, the Concorde 

consumed at least 3 times the fuel of 6 other aircraft when normalized to the distance and 

passengers carried, with 7 times (700%) the amount of fuel used to the payload carried, with no 

others exceeding 131% in the category. This enormous use of fuel and its cost, as well as its 

limited usage in the market made the Concorde unprofitable to operate, and combining this with 

the noise and difficulty of traveling over land and at airports, its performance took a major 

decline and ended after 27 years in 2003.   

 The more modern example of collaboration, Airbus, takes an integrated approach to their 

engineering projects. Traditional engineering techniques tend to have a sequential order to work 

being done, which lead to long development time before going to market and inefficient 

communication among teams. What Airbus has been starting to use is collaborative engineering, 

where functional and industrial design happens simultaneously and the development time 

significantly decreases, with the final product being an industrial-grade digital mockup (iDMU) 

of the product (Mas et al., 2013). By forming these practices early on in the design process, 

cutting down on development time leads to lower costs and, with improved communication, can 

have better final designs with inputs by the customer, both of which plagued the Concorde 
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project. Since Airbus is also multinational, each of the countries designated their own national 

contractor, similar to Concorde, but ensured that their work would be together towards a single 

design (Hayward, 1987). But what continues to separate Airbus from other collaborative efforts, 

is that the governments and contractors continue to work together, and push for cooperative 

success. Despite earlier on disagreements over what the Concorde would serve for them, he 

governments stood united in the goal that their collaboration would not only bring to market a 

novel aircraft, but play “an essential part in the internationalization of the aerospace industry and 

the development of complex economic links.” (Hayward, 1987). Airbus has been centered on this 

cooperation between teams and members, and the efforts have been felt down to individual 

projects like the mentioned approach with collaborative engineering.  

 What this approach does differently from the Concorde is directing the power from those 

who are less involved in the technical side to those who have a fundamental understanding of the 

project and can make the best and most informed decisions. While there are executives who run 

Airbus as a company and decide what projects they should work on, those with technical 

knowledge are there to choose how the project develops on a smaller scale. In this difference, 

SCOT tells us that the engineering teams (and contractors, since it’s not all in-house) still are 

technical contributors to the project, but now have the decision-making power that the Concorde 

engineers did not possess at the time. As an example of how complicated one of these decisions 

is, Baalbergen et al. (2022) analyze the collaborative efforts of a different EU-funded 

engineering tool, and discuss what a decision to adjust the airframe affects. This tool allows for 

teams in different areas examine trade studies and analyses performed on the current design over 

time, which ultimately leads to a more productive development phase. In their paper, they say 

that the changing of one piece affects analysis on performance and cost, which in turn is affected 
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by characteristics of numerous subsystems. Those costs are then managed by system and aircraft 

manufacturers, certification and regulatory authorities, governments, and airlines. So small 

changes do trickle down and impact many other areas of the project, and having the knowledge 

to make fast and informed decisions leads to a less involved design and manufacturing process, 

and a better overall product.  

The change in who is the involved party and has the power to make correct decisions has 

a massive effect on the outcome and what can be done with the product. With its continued 

presence in the market, Airbus is making extended efforts to outsource and improve its 

relationships in new areas and with partners. As Horng (2006) explores, Airbus has formed 

relationships with the Japanese aerospace industry and was starting to see increased sales in 

China prior to the 2008 Beijing Olympics, with increasing collaboration starting years prior. 

While there were difficulties faced in these markets by Airbus, they have pushed to further 

cooperation beyond just their national sponsors and contractors to new markets, and even have 

taken hold of a significant portion of the US market. This success by Airbus and the continuation 

of improved collaboration and integration speak to the efforts made by them and what can be 

achieved with good project setup and practices.  

Conclusion 

 Through continual advancements and changing of practices towards integration and 

collaboration, the effect of strong structural setups and the ability to produce successful projects 

is evident in the comparison between Airbus and the Concorde, both of which share similar 

backgrounds and technologies across different eras of the aerospace industry. When the French 

and English created a convoluted and dispersed structure between governments and contractors 

for their project, the innovation and engineering lacked fluid communication between teams and 
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thus led to underestimates of resources, deadline setbacks, and ultimately poorer performance on 

the market when it was finished. Whereas the Concorde was poorly structured, Airbus makes 

continual efforts to improve the collaboration among both their country constituents and 

contractors, works to further integrate all aspects of their project teams, and are working to 

further the reach of their massive extent of projects outside of Europe, and are having success at 

all levels. Some might think that the disparity between the projects and their relative success due 

to structure is based in the technology gap that exists between the 1960s and 21st century, with 

the advent of the internet and technologies today that bring together distant groups of people in 

an instant. But this fails to consider the motives of the people at the time these decisions were 

made; had the Concorde team made an effort to have a focus on collaboration, they would have 

made decisions that either utilized existing technologies to facilitate better communication, or 

setup agreements between parties that allowed for more adjustments made through time as 

problems occurred or allowed for more cooperation on single aspects of the aircraft.  

 Within one singular technology, in this case aircraft, there are a plethora of teams that are 

involved in each aspect of the project, with aircraft being very complex and requiring many 

different expertise to collaborate and make the finished product. Everything needs to be 

coordinated and communication between teams for updates, deadlines, and day-to-day 

collaboration. Setting up projects in certain ways can be conducive or detrimental to this type of 

work, which is becoming more present in the industry, and can have consequences for the 

product in the market and usage once completed. Evolving and learning from past projects and 

understanding their mistakes can lead to improved methods and results for modern applications 

and products that require this type of collaboration, and this pertains to areas outside of 

engineering, as well. As evidenced by Airbus’ success, recently becoming the world’s leading 
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aircraft manufacturer after overtaking Boeing (Allal-Chérif, 2020), and doubling Boeing’s 

deliveries this year, their work in collaboration and integration throughout their company speaks 

to their proliferation in the world market, having numerous products all perform well, and 

become a world power in this industry. Using improved communication and strategy in setting 

up projects, especially for a company with a breadth of products like Airbus, proves to be a more 

successful way to develop complex and multifaceted designs for the market.   

 Taking this work further, engineers can take the lessons learned here, analyzing the 

effects of structure and work between teams, and use that in their own industries. As is evident, 

collaboration and more integrated approaches to larger projects often lead to more successful 

products on market, and utilizing those approaches in other areas will lead to similar results. 

Companies in the industry can take the information presented here and make changes to their 

current practices, and potentially perform a similar analysis on their previous projects to see if 

there is a similar trend. Future research into this topic could conduct an analysis in a different 

field, whether engineering or not, and examine the differences in results across collaboration 

techniques. Or, to continue with this topic, look into different collaboration approaches and their 

nuances and make comparisons to those final products and their success on the market. Perhaps 

this trend only exists at scales similar to airplanes, with numerous teams and contractors on a 

single project; lowering the scale and project size and performing a similar examination could 

either confirm what was found here, or lead to differing results. This work would be most useful 

in the hands of people in industry, whether they are executives or engineers working directly in 

teams, so they can see the effect that organization and communication can have on the back-end 

of a project’s life; setup has influence on the results of a product.  
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